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Finally, the Season Changes
Working Dogs
Working dogs are defined as dogs that have drive to complete a task. Clearly
our task for our dogs is to locate the scent of human remains and tell us where
they have found it.
Most of the time it's a dream job come true. All the smelling you want, travel
with your human to new locations, lots of exercise, the joy when you complete

your task and your human is happy and rewards you.
BUT sometimes it's just hard work. A dog with drive and a bond with their
human partner will continue working when a pet dog would demand to go back
to the house and sleep by the fire.
Choosing the right working dog is critical to the mission. We train them in agility
and how to work in unusal locations so when they face it on an actual project
they already have experience working in similar areas in training. We train them
like an athlete so they have good stamina to keep working their nose for
several hours a day. We don't abuse the devotion and trust they place in us.
Knowing when our dogs need rest or time off is vital to keeping a healthy happy
working partner. I am clear that most of the time the humans wear out before
the dogs. A working dog wants more than anything to work beside their human
partner. It's a bond like no other; only people who have working dogs get to
experience the joy, trust and love a human and a dog can share.
~Adela~

Jasper and Piper take a quick nap under a tarp after several days of working in the rain.

Rhea holding her alert in the sleet during a cold day working.

Asha is thinking "not only do I have to wear this annoying and embarrassing foxtail hood, they are making
me work through the weeds".

Not only is Asha unhappy about the weeds, the people are a little cranky about having to try to find paths
where they can search through them.

I'd bet Karen wants to stop working in the snow before Echo is ready to give up.

Everyone knows dogs don't climb ladders. Just ask Cedar.

Amiga is willing to search over the very difficult rock pile because it's part of the job.

Fionn is trying to alert inside of this planter box ... "does this make my butt look big?"

Kayle says "How long are you going to make me sit next to the hot road to get a picture. Do I need to do
the search report for you too? People can be so trying sometimes!"

And the biggest insult to a working dog is making them wear a halloween costume. Foinn says, "But I
think I kinda like having horns!"

On several occasions we have seen our dogs become therapy dogs in addition to their "real" job. Dogs
are very aware of peoples' stress levels, or when they are feeling strong emotions. On long projects we
find students, workers and archaeologists miss their home, or maybe their dog, and just need a doggie
hug. Both of the pictures above were from cremains recovery projects. The families, who have lost so
much, grieve deeply. We found many of our dogs instinctively understand that people need comfort. Piper
(at the left) has a "in your face" way of showing love. Jasper (on the right), all by himself, quietly sat next
to a person who needed comfort, soon she was stroking him and talking to him. She later told me she was
really struggling with emotions and Jasper just understood, and helped her calm down.

This podcast is a nicely done story telling how ICF and Alta Archaeological
Consulting came together and developed the techniques to locate cremains of
previously deceased people whose cremains were left in fires. Together we
formed a non-profit called Alta Heritage Foundation.
Click on the picture to get the link to listen to the podcast.

Check out our past issues on
our website Please feel free to pass our
newsletter along to anyone who
might be interested.
CLICK HERE
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We are happy to talk with you about your project and
how our dogs might help locate human remains or burials.
Call, email, or check out our website.
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